Rhonda Reinholtz, Ph.D.
702 North Blackhawk Avenue Suite 100
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 616-0118
STATEMENT OF FEES
*Note: a standard therapy session is 45-50 minutes rather than a full hour. This allows me to take each
appointment on time while allowing for brief phone calls and other necessary office activities between
sessions. Please expect that I will end each session after about 50 minutes unless we have explicitly
scheduled a 60-minute session.
Individual or Couples Psychotherapy, 50 minutes

$170.00

Individual or Couples Psychotherapy, 60 minutes

$204.00

Individual or Couples Intake, 50 minutes

$200.00*

*This is the charge for the initial appointment only.

Sessions shorter or longer than 50 or 60 minutes will be prorated accordingly.
Brief telephone calls (less than 10 minutes) will generally not be billed. Phone calls longer than 10
minutes, occurring on a regular basis, or scheduled as brief appointments will be charged at the base
rates listed above, prorated by length.
A prorated charge may also be billed for other services, such as consultations with other parties
(attorneys, insurance companies, other health care professionals, and so on) or the writing of
evaluations, letters, or other formal communication.
Late cancellations / No shows: The first late cancellation or no show of the calendar year will not be
billed; each account will be granted one missed appointment per year at no charge. After the first missed
appointment, no shows and appointments cancelled later than 7:00 a.m. on the day of the appointment
may be billed at the full or a reduced rate depending on how I am able to reschedule and use the time.
Account payment options : There are two payment options for the personal pay portion of the billed
amount: payment in full at the time of service, or payment of the monthly balance in full upon receiving
the mailed invoice. If a monthly bill is not paid in full, payment at the time of service will be expected
from that point on and some payment toward the outstanding balance will be expected monthly.
Individuals with insurance benefits will be expected to cover their co-pay amounts in full either monthly
or at the time of service. Most people pay by personal check or online bank check; we also accept
Mastercard or Visa but please note that credit card charges incur a surcharge of 3%.

